Thanks to the reviewer’s comments and suggestions, which really are a great help for us to improve our manuscript.

According to the comments of the reviewer, we have revised our manuscript carefully. We modified the English expression as much as possible. The revised parts are using the **track changes mode** in the revised version of our paper. The revised manuscript and the detailed responses to the comments of the reviewer are attached. We hope that our revision can meet the comments well.

**Response to Reviewer 2 Comments:**

Thank you very much for reviewing our paper. Thanks for your recognition of the content of our manuscript, which gives us great encouragement. Your comments are very important and helpful for us. The response is as follows:

**Point 1:**

*In case the paper gets accepted, this reviewer strongly recommends a deep English proofreading.*

**Response 1:**

*Thanks for your careful review. The standardization of English expression is very important for writing. We read and modified our manuscript many times, consulted native English speakers and tried our best to correct the grammar and syntax errors with a total of more than 150 modifications. Meanwhile, we have made some modifications and refinements to the content of the manuscripts. The changes are shown as the track model revised manuscript version.*

Thank you for your good comments again. It is helpful for us to improve the manuscript. We look forward to hearing from you regarding our submission. We would be glad to respond to any further questions and comments that you may have.

Yours sincerely

Chao Guo